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Best Women's Erotica 2012
Fourteen of the very best erotic tales of dominance, submission, bondage, and romantic lust, are delivered with lashings of kink from the pen of Kay Jaybee. From the sexual adventures recalled by a woman as she stares at her favourite shirt, to a deliciously dirty orgy on a bed of cardboard boxes, the after-hours education of a rookie soldier, and the bizarre
obsession of an Egyptologist, each story shows why Kay Jaybee has been hailed as a master of the craft of erotica (Oysters and Chocolate). As a girl writes messages of lust on the body of her best friend s lover, and a mistress s employment of ropes and chains on her slave co-insides with the application of emulsion, we discover just how Kay has earned her
reputation for producing super-heated kinky stories, (Kd Grace), which are a sublime pleasure to read (Violet Blue).
A collection of five erotic stories with mixed themes including contemporary, m/f, menage, voyeurism and coproral punishment from Xcite Books winners of ETO's Best Erotic Book Brand and Jade's Best Erotic Fiction Publisher 2010, 2011 and 2012. Finger Music by Kay Jaybee The early arrival of one part of the jazz trio due to play at the restaurant where Sally
works, transfixes her. The dance of his fingertips over the fret of his instrument wreaks havoc with the waitress s imagination, as she mentally replaces her body with the expertly plucked double bass. When the musician asks Sally if she would like to try and play, she soon learns how it feels to create beautiful finger music ... Watch Me, Watch You by Lynn Lake
Catherine is into voyeurism. She watches a neighbour pleasure himself, while pleasuring herself; shows off her form to a dirty window-washer staring in from the outside; encourages her boyfriend to jack by the public pool, and her husband to fuck their babysitter on-camera ‒ while she watches. Catherine just can t keep her eyes to herself. Read My Lips by
Elizabeth Cage Becky doesn t want a boyfriend and she s not sure she wants sex after her last guy cheated on her ‒ big time. So when her good mate Maz sets her up with the enigmatic Kyle, she is initially annoyed. But it turns out that Kyle has a special talent , which Becky soon discovers when they agree to an unusual businesslike arrangement. She gets the
chance to explore and enact her most thrilling and edgiest fantasies. Has she got the nerve to follow it through? When it comes to intense, mind-blowing satisfaction, it seems no words are needed ... A Woman of Pleasure by Izzy French Natalie is a thoroughly modern girl who takes her thrills wherever she can, and arranges them illicitly at work. Her email is hot!
And her IT-phobic boss is blind to her sexy goings on. But following a particularly passionate night spent with a couple, Liza and John, back at their place, Natalie is called to the brand new IT manager s office in the morning. He s read her messages and he s not a happy man. He gives Natalie a choice ‒ and she needs to decide how she is going to take her
punishment. Will it be the hard way? New Heights by Jenna Bright It s not that Pollie doesn t enjoy sex ‒ she just thinks she s missing out on the really good stuff. Somewhere out there are new pinnacles of pleasure, new heights that take sex from something fun to something sublime ‒ and she s determined to find them. Fortunately for her, she has her best
friends, Lee and Rob, on hand, willing to do whatever it takes to help her find perfect pleasure.
An international collection spanning one hundred years. From Elizabeth Cook's Billets Doux, on a woman's imaginative punishment for a man's infidelity, to Yuan Ch'iung Ch'iung's A Lover's Ear, on the erotic experience of cleaning your loved one's ear.
First, it was Lucy and Adrian, then Adrian and Caroline, and then Adrian was out the door and off to another adventure. Years after the heartbreak, Caroline and Lucy have met again, still connected by the woman they once loved. But neither of them expected to feel this way about each other̶and Adrian isn t done with them yet.
This is the erotica anthology series that truly delivers. Best Womens Erotica 2012 is packed with risky, romantic thrills and erotic adventure - both inside the bedroom and out. Five-star editor Violet Blue delivers exactly what readers want - fantasy-fuelled, pulse-racing reads that push boundaries and are ̀let's try this at home' aspirational. Sexy, smart and literate,
Best Women's Erotica 2012 presents the year's hottest bedside reading.
She's on Top
The State of Today's Sexual Culture
Best Women's Erotica 2011
Letters to a War Zone
Best Sex Writing 2012
'Never before has erotica of such emotional and sexual intensity been assembled. Erupting with fierce skill from today's hottest female authors, these stories arouse in new, familiar and delightful ways... Filled with mysticism, obsession, unorthodox sex acts and sweetly romantic encounters - once you get started you won't put it down' - Good Vibrations
Best Women's Erotica of the Year, Volume 3 delivers the kind of sexy stories you want most: daring, bold, and surprising tales of women who pursue their boundless passions anywhere and everywhere. Edited by Rachel Kramer Bussel, winner of multiple Independent Publishing Book Awards, these scintillating scenarios turn the tables on how women are "supposed" to behave. Instead, these uninhibited
vixens indulge in their favorite fetishes, do deliciously intimate "Body Shots," and get tied up with "Red Satin Ribbons." They pose nude, dress up, and roleplay, always obeying their most exhilarating impulses. These lusty ladies take your most cherished, private fantasies—from making a sex tape, to taking part in a thrilling threesome, to having a stud delivered to your door hot and ready—and make them
come alive. Written by beloved authors Abigail Barnette, Annabel Joseph, and Charlotte Stein along with several genre newcomers, these are erotic encounters you'll want to savor again and again and again...
A sassy selection of the very best erotica for women, by women, judiciously hand-picked by Violet Blue from the Best Women's Erotica series (Cleis Press - available from Turnaround). Blue, who is quickly becoming the 21st century's leading sex educator, recommends it to be read nice and slowly, to give readers a chance to savour every deliciously outrageous scenario evoked. Intended as an inspiration for
bedroom adventures, her heady collection is filled to the brim with hair-raising, relatable enctounters.
Three passionate novellas from The Secret Library range that offer essential, sensual reading. Hungarian Rhapsody – Justine Elyot Ruby had no idea what to expect from her trip toBudapest, but a strange man in her bed on her first night probably wasn’t it. Once the mistake is ironed out, though, and introductions made, she finds herself strangely drawn to the handsome Hungarian, despite her vow of holiday
celibacy. Does Janos have what it takes to break her resolve and discover the secrets she is hiding, or will she be able to resist his increasingly wild seduction tactics? Against the romantic backdrop of a city made for lovers, personalities clash. They also bump. And grind. Restraint – Charlotte Stein Marnie Lewis is certain that one of her friends – handsome but awkward Brandon– hates her guts. The last
thing she wants to do is go on a luscious weekend away with him and a few other buddies, to a cabin in the woods. But when she catches Brandondoing something very dirty after a night spent listening to her relate some of her sexcapades to everyone, she can’t resist pushing his buttons a little harder. He might seem like a prude, but Marnie suspects he likes a little dirty talk. And Marnie has no problems
inciting his long dormant desires. A Sticky Situation – Kay Jaybee If there is a paving stone to trip over, or a drink to knock over, then Sally Briers will trip over it or spill it. Yet somehow Sally is the successful face of marketing for a major pharmaceutical company; much to the disbelief of her new boss, Cameron James. Forced to work together on a week-long conference in anOxfordhotel, Sally is dreading
spending so much time with arrogant new boy Cameron, whose presence somehow makes her even clumsier than usual. Cameron, on the other hand, just hopes he’ll be able to stay professional, and keep his irrational desire to lick up all the accidentally split food and drink that is permanently to be found down Sally’s temptingly curvy body, all to himself.
Cleis Press's Best Lesbian Erotica and Best Gay Erotica series top best-seller lists across America every year. These books raise and exceed the standards and expectations of readers of erotic fiction with each new edition. Now fans of women's erotica will discover writing that is equally hot, sexy, literate, and thought-provoking in this debut collection. Series editor Marcy Sheiner writes, "A decade after the
explosion of women-authored erotica hit the publishing world, the genre has evolved to a sophisticated level of stunning talent and startling sexual honesty." Best Women's Erotica celebrates the sometimes perverse, frequently unconventional, and always compelling work of women writers.
Irresistible
An Xcite Collection of Inappropriate Behaviour on the Job
The Penguin Book of Erotic Stories by Women
Best Lesbian Erotica 2007
Lesbian sex as you have never read it before - risky, exciting, real
When lonely insurance broker, Bailey, gets himself a new hobby, he ends up exchanging letters with a war zone. But he's not expecting what happens next... Bailey Hodgkiss is lonely and dissatisfied with his boring life as an insurance broker. In an attempt to shake things up a little, he
signs up to a website to write to serving soldiers. He's put in touch with Corporal Nick Rock, and over the course of a couple of letters, the two of them strike up a friendship. They begin to divulge things that they perhaps wouldn't have said in person, including their preference for men.
Nick encourages Bailey to add more interests to his life. As a result, Bailey picks up his forgotten hobby, photography, and quickly decides to team it up with his other preferred interest, travel. Booking a holiday to Rome is his biggest gesture towards a more exciting existence, and he
eagerly looks forward to the trip. That is, until Nick says he's coming home on leave, and it looks as though their respective trips will prevent them from meeting in person. Is there enough of a spark between them to push them to meet, or will their relationship remain on paper only?
Lovingly handpicked by Violet Blue, these stories are erotic gems, polished to perfection by an expert in erotica. The Best of Women's Erotica 2 is wildly sexy, super smart, and, highly readable. What makes an erotic story "best?" It has that something extra, and a good plot and characters
that truly interest you and commands your interest during their trysts, triumphs, and erotic adventures. In the editor's own words, " The result of taking all five years' final selections, over one hundred stories, and choosing the very best--the ones I couldn't ever get out of my head, the
ones that turned me (and others) on almost dangerously fast, like a match to gasoline--was worth the wait." Steamy encounters include Adrie Santos' nervy, cautious "Paid for the Pleasure," which scratches more than one itch as a girl decides to let a man pay her--to receive oral sex. And,
just when you think you have gender play all wrapped up in a nice and tidy bow, Lee Cairney's "Cruising" takes you trolling with a lesbian late at night in a park where she doesn't belong. What happens to her anonymously in public is as surprising as it is incendiary. Meanwhile, across town,
Scarlett French is looking out her "Rear Window," watching her male neighbor and his trick provide full, explicit service for her to enjoy. These are just a few of the carnal classics in this best and boldest of all women's erotica.
Cariad means love... discover the new Cariad Singles collection of spicy romances. At 35, travel writer Annalise is fed up with insensitive comments about being left "on the shelf". It's not as if she doesn't want a man, but her busy career doesn't leave her much time for relationships. Sexy
liaisons with passing acquaintances give Annalise physical satisfaction but she needs more than that. She wants a man who will satisfy her mind as well as her body. But where will she find someone like that? It seems Annalise may be in luck when a new member of staff starts working in the
bookshop at the airport she regularly travels through. Damien appears to tick all the boxes - he's gorgeous, funny and intelligent, and he shares Annalise's love of books and travel. The trouble is, Damien's shy and Annalise is terrified of rejection. Can they overcome their fears and admit
their feelings, or are they doomed to remain on the shelf?
Women and desire is the focus of this lust-filled literary exploration. Violet Blue has her finger on the pulse of sex and culture today and is an in-demand sexpert sought after by the likes of Dan Savage, Forbes Magazine, Oprah WInfrey and everyone in between. There is no more in tune with
what women want and, especially, what female readers want. Love, romance and risk run rampant in this volume, expertly curated by Violet Blue, and she leaves no holds barred in stories that will steam up your reading glasses. From first time encounters to break-up sex, couples rekindling
their spark and long-time partners engaging in game-changing experimentation, Best Women's Erotica 2015 guarantees the best erotica for women of the year (if not the decade.)
Best Erotic Romance 2014
Best Women's Erotica 2013
A short story of voyeuristic erotica
Ahead of the Curve
Off the Shelf
Created by award-winning editor Rachel Kramer Bussel, Best Bondage Erotica 2012 is one of the most daring collections of erotica to date, exploring the joys of restraint with stories from top-notch bondage fiction writers. Offering erotic insight for the bondage newbie and experienced player alike, Best Bondage Erotica 2012 covers all the ways readers can get their kink on with
stories about spanking, corsetry, rubber, crossdressing, handcuffs, robe and pleasures that push into new and exquisitely delightful territory.
In this, the second release in the annual Heiresses of Russ series, Lambda Literary Award winning editor Connie Wilkins joins Steve Berman in choosing the best of the prior year's published speculative fiction with lesbian themes. An unexplained astronomical phenomenon brings a woman and her grandfather closer while she questions the meaning of faith. African villagers are sent
automatons rather than human relief workers. Mermaids devour men drawn by their song but what will happen to a steampunk submersible piloted by a woman? Two teenage girls discover that memories are held in the fine aromas of perfumes. A family of sisters in Mexico discover a fallen angel. These are tales of the strange, the wondrous, the eerie but all are richly told stories of
women facing the unknown and how they are changed by the experience.
Violet Blue is a self-made wunderkind who is now one of our chief pundits on sex education, porn for women, as well as technology. Courted by OWN and appearing in many major magazines and periodicals around the world, everyone wants to know what Violet Blue has to say about sexuality today. Blue also curates one of the most respected and top selling erotica series for women
-Best Women's Erotica, which keeps getting better and better every year thanks to her sharp editorial eye. Blue is not just a pundit on sexuality but also an agent of change and raises the bar ever higher, ensuring that Best Women's Erotica 2013 is even fresher, edgier and deliciously sexy than ever.
In Best Sex Writing 2012, editor Rachel Kramer Bussel and judge Susie Bright collect the year’s most challenging and provocative nonfiction articles on this endlessly evocative subject. The essays here comprise a detailed, direct survey of the contemporary American sexual landscape. Major commentators examine the many roles sex plays in our lives in these literate and lively
essays. From an "X-Rated Jew," a sex blogger's custody battle and teen sex laws to SlutWalks, female pleasure workshops, porn star celebrities, gays in the military, and "guys who like fat chicks," Best Sex Writing 2012 goes behind the headlines to explore the intricacies of sex and aging, sex and the law, and many other hot topics. With a foreword and selections by renowned
sexpert Susie Bright, this collection is timely, powerful and provocative, and touches on the most cutting-edge issues facing our culture today.
Sizzling sexy short stories Sex in the tropical palm house transports her to an erotic paradise … Their new sex toy lets her dominate her husband in all the best ways … When the cinema lights go down, that’s when the naughty fun begins … These are just some of the tales of lust and desire from the best names in erotic fiction, including Kay Jaybee, Charlotte Stein, and Sommer
Marsden
The Year's Best Lesbian Speculative Fiction
The Librarian
Book Three in the Perfect Submissive Trilogy
Volume Three
The Secret Library
We all need more pleasure in our lives, and these twenty tales reveal the explicit exploits of those who devote themselves to enjoying sex to the full. From wicked wives putting on a show for their lusty husbands, to sex in the great outdoors, intimate seductions, wild one-night stands and kinky games of dominance and submission, you’ll find stories here to tease and please you. Surrender to the ultimate in pleasure. Finger Music by Kay
Jaybee The early arrival of one part of the jazz trio due to play at the restaurant where Sally works, transfixes her. The dance of his fingertips over the fret of his instrument wreaks havoc with the waitress’s imagination, as she mentally replaces her body with the expertly plucked double bass. When the musician asks Sally if she would like to try and play, she soon learns how it feels to create beautiful finger music ... Watch Me, Watch
You by Lynn Lake Catherine is into voyeurism. She watches a neighbour pleasure himself, while pleasuring herself; shows off her form to a dirty window-washer staring in from the outside; encourages her boyfriend to jack by the public pool, and her husband to fuck their babysitter on-camera – while she watches. Catherine just can’t keep her eyes to herself. Read My Lips by Elizabeth Cage Becky doesn’t want a boyfriend and she’s
not sure she wants sex after her last guy cheated on her – big time. So when her good mate Maz sets her up with the enigmatic Kyle, she is initially annoyed. But it turns out that Kyle has a special talent , which Becky soon discovers when they agree to an unusual businesslike arrangement. She gets the chance to explore and enact her most thrilling and edgiest fantasies. Has she got the nerve to follow it through? When it comes to
intense, mind-blowing satisfaction, it seems no words are needed ... A Woman of Pleasure by Izzy French Natalie is a thoroughly modern girl who takes her thrills wherever she can, and arranges them illicitly at work. Her email is hot! And her IT-phobic boss is blind to her sexy goings on. But following a particularly passionate night spent with a couple, Liza and John, back at their place, Natalie is called to the brand new IT manager’s
office in the morning. He’s read her messages and he’s not a happy man. He gives Natalie a choice – and she needs to decide how she is going to take her punishment. Will it be the hard way? New Heights by Jenna Bright It’s not that Pollie doesn’t enjoy sex – she just thinks she’s missing out on the really good stuff. Somewhere out there are new pinnacles of pleasure, new heights that take sex from something fun to something sublime
– and she’s determined to find them. Fortunately for her, she has her best friends, Lee and Rob, on hand, willing to do whatever it takes to help her find perfect pleasure. About to Come by Maxine Marsh Judith has been dating Wes for a long six months and they still haven’t screwed. It’s all a part of Wes’s philosophy – waiting makes it better, and if she really wants him, she’ll wait. But the day has finally arrived, and Judith’s about to
find out just how hungry the wait has made her... Hiking by Penelope Friday Kate isn’t sure she’s going to enjoy hiking with her boyfriend Alex, but she’s willing to give it a go – if she does it in her own way. When she admits to Alex that she has “forgotten” her knickers, their hike through secluded hillside takes an erotic turn. But it turns out the hillside isn’t as secluded as the passionate couple originally thought ... The Crinoline by
Brian M. Powell The woman suggested, as a game, that all men at the party describe their most secret sexual fantasy. Everyone agreed my fantasy was impossible and it was voted the worst fantasy. Only the woman who had suggested the game was interested in it. But when she called and ordered me to meet her at Forest Hall I did not know what to expect. I discovered she had arranged an extreme scene that allowed me to act out my
fantasy with her as its object. It gave us the most intense erotic experience of our lives. The Mirror by J R Roberts Sam is in the enviable position of having a lover who knows exactly what turns her on. But Scott is a tease and uses his skills and the fact that he knows how much she desires him to persuade her to be a naughty girl. Reflections in the mirror allow Sam a view usually denied to women and brings a new and exciting
dimension to their lovemaking. Penthouse Sweet by Kate Dominic A married woman enjoys California heat by sunbathing naked on her penthouse balcony, then indulging in an anniversary gift arranged by her husband -- sharing her freshly-shaved, sun-warmed pussy with another woman for the first time. The Heat in Greece by Bel Anderson ‘Don’t open your eyes,’ he says softly, his Greek accent sending shivers down my spine and
his hand warm but persistent in the small of my back. ‘Trust me. Do not be afraid.’ How could a girl resist? Sun, sea, sand and ... a virile young Adonis who is feeling just as maddeningly sexy as I am on this scorching Greek afternoon. Recklessly, I put my trust in this husky-voiced stranger and let him lead me blindly away from the beach and into the most deliciously sensual and orgasmic experience of my life. An experience that turns
out to be all my fantasies rolled into one ... By Design by Elise Hepner The last thing Elena, a bored, hotel desk clerk, expects on a slow day at work is a salacious note commanding her to meet a stranger in his room. The anonymous “Frank” describes in detail how he wants to watch Elena get off in front of him. The erotic possibilities are dangerous ? and wicked. Swayed by her recent break-up and her intense need to do something
interesting with her life, Elena follows orders. And what she walks into changes her sexually forever. As You Wish by Maggie Morton Bari has given his wife a lovely anniversary gift ? complete sexual power over him for one night. It will be a night full of power and sex, a night where the power she receives over her partner shows Bari’s wife everything she’s been missing until then, including the right to do as she wishes to her
husband, no matter what those wishes involve. But Bari doesn’t mind giving up his power, not in the least, and maybe, just maybe, his wife won’t mind taking it from him either. Play It Again by Heidi Champa The only way to celebrate your divorce is with a “re-bachelorette” party, or at least that’s what her friend Tammy has convinced her. But she really isn’t having a good time, surrounded by so many happy brides-to-be reminding
her of what she once had. That’s until a handsome groomsman offers to reintroduce her to the sweetest of pleasure... Melonhead by Giselle Renarde When you’re a guy with brown skin, you don’t make it through airport security too easily. Jai’s luggage seems to get rifled through forty times per trip and that’s why he never brings along any of his sex toys. But Jai is a planner, and he knows a warm cantaloupe is heaven. His hotel room
doesn’t have a microwave, so he reluctantly takes up the receptionist’s offer to heat up the contents of his big paper bag and bring it to his room. When she arrives, she isn’t alone. Jai has two female spectators, and they aren’t about to leave without a show. Torture by Pleasure by Bella Marks Where is the line between pleasure and suffering? A sub finds out, and crosses the line, as her master delivers a well-deserved punishment. He
tortures her with pleasure and teases her to within an inch of her sanity. Using his fingers, his cock and some evil little brushes, he brings her to the edge over and over again. But will she get to come? It’s up to him. Getting Ready for Mick by Jodie Johnson-Smith Sent to the country to finish her book, Fiona is soon feeling lonely. The only visitor she has is Penny, the busty campaigner, who is hell-bent on stopping the council from
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building on the field behind Fiona’s cottage. When three guys arrive to start the work, Fiona decides to get to know them better. But although getting ready for Mick is highly pleasurable, all is not as it seems and Fiona knows that the guys will soon be leaving. Meanwhile, Penny has decided on a new campaign ... Oil, Wine, Miles and Dreaming by Ms Peach Waking from a deliciously erotic dream, Amy expects another dull day in her
job as a doctor’s receptionist. But Michael has other ideas. He’s the hunky patient she’s lusted after for ever, and when she accepts his offer of a dinner date, she doesn’t realise it’ll lead to a night of unforgettable pleasure. Glow by Sommer Marsden Adam is Irene’s perfect man, offering her everything she could possibly need – except his love. But she keeps making the trip to his home, where a lantern glows in the window, a sign of
how much he wants her, because the pleasure he gives her is far too good to ignore. And maybe tonight will be the night he goes that one step further and gives her his heart, too... Someone Borrowed, Something Blue by Elizabeth Coldwell Melanie’s husband-to-be has the kinkiest fantasies about watching her with another man. She has fantasies about being dominated by a horny stranger. And with the aid of a willing wedding
photographer and a second-hand dress, she’s about to make every single one of those fantasies come true.
The Circus by Kay Jaybee is voyeuristic erotica where the line is blurred between spectator and performer in a theatre of pleasure and pain!
Best Erotic Romance 2014 is naughty and nice, combining both the heat and the sweet in a set of swoonworthy stories that showcase 2014's most anticipated erotica. Exciting names include Nikki Magennis, Victoria Blisse, Crystal Jordan, Jeanette Grey and many more.Filled with couples in every stage of love, who simply can't get enough of each other, authors capture the essence of this passionate and all-consuming lust in a number of
exciting shorts. From new lovers to married couples, these luscious, heartfelt tales are layered with eroticism and emotion.
This is the erotica anthology series that truly delivers. Best Women's Erotica 2011 is packed with risky, romantic thrills and erotic adventure - both inside the bedroom and out. The exact stories contained within the anthology are yet to be announced - Violet Blue is sifting through the year's best stories to find the best of the best - but the results of her search are bound to be explosive. A glorious celebration of the finest and friskiest
female erotic fiction today.
A fire-eater, a voluptuous masseuse, and a naked game of tag in a forest at twilight — it could only be Best Lesbian Erotica 2007, the latest, boldest edition of the hottest lesbian erotica series in America. In Andrea Miller’s “Heavenly Bodies,” an adventurous woman sleeps her way through the zodiac, her twelve lovers including romantic Cancer, exhibitionist Leo, and an unforgettably raw, dominant Scorpio. Peggy Munson twists and
teases the canon in “Subtexts,” a hardcore butch-femme re-imagining of Little Red Riding Hood, Moby-Dick, and other tales that already sound dirty. Edited by award-winning author, adult film director, and sex educator Tristan Taormino, and selected and introduced by Emma Donoghue, these fearless stories will stir your senses and test your erotic boundaries.
20 Lesbian Stories
Lipstick Lovers
Pleasure Me
Best Bondage Erotica 2012
Finger Music

Best Women’s Erotica of the Year, Volume 1 delivers risky, romantic, heart-pounding thrills. Joyful, daring, and authentic, these steamy stories revel in erotic adventure, from the sparks between strangers to the knowing caresses of longtime lovers. These stories are not merely erotic but filled with strong characters
and clever narratives showing how sexual experience is different for everyone. This anthology is a glorious celebration of the finest and friskiest female erotic fiction today.
Turning the tables on rigid gender roles, the stories in She's on Top honor the Amazon, the dominatrix, and other handcuff-toting, whip-wielding she-devils of the male bottom's deepest dreams. Employing every item in their bag of tricks, from strap-ons to metal cinches, these hot dommes like nothing better than
teasing and tormenting their devot...
Created by award-winning editor Rachel Kramer Bussel, this is one of the most daring collections of erotica to date and the beginning of a scintillating new series. Featuring work by Elizabeth Coldwell, Janine Ashbless, Dominic Santi and more, Best Bondage Erotica 2011 explores the many ways in which lovers can be
tied up - using everything from rope to handcuffs, silk ties to clingfilm, Ethernet cable and more!
Sexy, smart and literate: Best Women's Erotica 2012 presents the year's hottest bedside reading, curated by Cleis Press. There's a hungry audience of readers who demand smart, literate, emotionally charged women's erotica--stories that tell the truth about women's sexuality in all its variety and emotional depth, with
all its surprises and twists and turns.... Best Women's Erotica 2012 is just for these readers. 5-star editor Violet Blue delivers exactly what readers want- fantasy-fueled, pulse-racing reads that push boundaries and are "let's try this as home" aspirational.
From encounters with the boss to affairs with colleagues or forbidden liaisons with clients, these stories revolve around all manner of workplace relations - a diversity which is equally matched by the variety of work environments. So whatever turns you on, whether it's orgies at the office, getting frisky at the factory or
even finding a tailor shop which provides that extra special 'customer service', you'll find something to suit in here! Some people live to work, some work to live, while some people live and work for one thing and one thing only: and that's ultimate job satisfaction.
Best of Best Women's Erotica 2
A collection of five erotic stories
Best Women's Erotica 2003
The Voyeur
Sated
A human, a vampire and a werewolf walked into a bar. Sexy is what happens next. Since getting together with her vampire boyfriend, Ace, Aneesa is enjoying a sex life she could never have with a human. Ace has skill, strength, stamina...and is massively adventurous. Aneesa is checking things off her sexual bucket list at a rate of knots. However, she hasn’t even come close to experiencing the ultimate item on her list. So when Ace
beats her to it, proposing a threesome with his werewolf friend, Barton, Aneesa’s definitely up for it. Barton is attractive, smart and sexy—almost too good to be true, in fact. Aneesa decides not to jump straight into things, but makes sure it’s what she truly wants. However, it turns out Barton’s not so easily dissuaded. Will Aneesa get the ultimate erotic experience she’s desired for so long? Will she be truly sated, or is the plan doomed to
failure?
In this sizzling selection of twenty erotic lesbian stories, find out what happens when women act on their overwhelming lust for each other. Dominant mistresses and willing slaves, bi-curious best friends, strangers swept away by the thrill of passion and long-time lovers spicing up their sex lives share the pages of Lipstick Lovers. Explicit fantasy and naughty adventures make this the hottest lesbian collection from the best writers in the
genre. A Woman’s Touch by Kathleen Tudor Cassie’s marriage is safe but predictable, and she knows there’s a world of excitement she is missing out on. Taking the plunge, she meets up with the experienced Sam, who is only too willing to show her the pleasure of a woman’s touch. The Lock-in by Alice Candy When Roxy and JJ go for a quiet weekend to the Highlands of Scotland they expect to escape their hectic London lives and
have a few days of peace and quiet to get to know each other better. Popping into a country pub for a drink, they encounter a sexy young barmaid who is determined to show them a good time and invites them to stay for their own private lock-in. Roxy thinks she’s seen it all before and has agreed to a weekend in the sticks to relax but the couple soon find that maybe these Highlands are more exciting than they thought and a lock-in in
this particular hostelry is not what they had imagined … Overtime by Harper Bliss For Laura, working at a major law firm means most of her nights are spent working overtime on one of her many cases, all in an effort to please her ruthless boss Cathy Turner. When she gets called into Cathy’s office late one night, the verbal chastising she was expecting turns out to be a much more physical experience than she could ever have imagined,
giving a whole new meaning to getting “hands-on experience”. Overtime has never been so hot … Lam-dancing by Lynn Lake Sally just lost her girlfriend and is about to lose her apartment, maybe her job down at the dime-a-dance hall, too. It was the Great Depression, and times were tougher than a five-cent steak for a girl all by herself in the big city. Until someone grabbed onto her waist and hand at the dance palace who was in even a
tighter spot than Sally was, set things in motion. And suddenly, just like that, happy days were here again! Cherry Red by Jayne Wheatley Air stewardess Anna thinks it will be just another day in the sky as her early morning flight takes off. Beguiling passenger Lottie captures her attention very quickly, and it isn’t long before she is flustered. Lottie becomes very afraid of the turbulence and hides in the toilet. Anna, the dutiful
stewardess, consoles her, and soon the situation turns very heated. But as Anna becomes ever more submissive to the wishes of her passenger, it turns out this is no ordinary flight, after all… Anita and Angie Get Wet by Alex Jordaine The last thing Angie wants to do on this rainy night is visit her stepmother, a woman she can’t stand. Angie’s lover, Anita, taunts and teases her unmercifully with lurid accounts of the raunchy things she’ll
be doing in Angie’s absence. Angie becomes thoroughly juiced-up as a result of Anita’s efforts, as indeed does Anita herself. Angie wonders desperately if there might be a way she can get out of the visit she’s dreading and instead stay in and have hot sex with Anita. Her lover shows her the way – outrageously. Lucky Charm by Kate Dominic When it’s ten below, where would you rather be – shopping for pretty things or out on the ice
while your sporty girlfriend indulges in a spot of competitive fishing? Luckily, there are ways a pampered princess can heat up even the coldest places, and prove she’s Maribelle’s lucky charm in more ways than one. Fine Print by Emma Lydia Bates Getting lost coming out of a meeting leads Lily unexpectedly into a beautiful but dilapidated room that’s being restored. It isn’t the room that interests her though, but the woman
redecorating it. When the door is locked behind her, it’s the cue for Lily’s most private fantasies to be explored. A Change of Heart by Lucy Felthouse When Alexis’ friend Kelly asks her to go to an aerobics class with her, she’s dead set against the idea. Kelly’s very persuasive, though, and eventually Alexis gives in. Once there, she immediately feels out of place amongst all the skinny, attractive girls in their tiny outfits. The instructor,
Zoe, is even worse. With her athletic figure, bouncy ponytail and gorgeous smile, she’s perfection personified, and she makes Alexis sick. There’s no way she’s going to come back to the class – it’s just not for her. After meeting Zoe properly, though, Alexis has a sudden change of heart. Back to Square One by Angel Propps A young woman from a small town finds out making it in the big city and making the grade at her university is
not as hard as she thought it would be after she steals a coat belonging to womanising professor Louise Hall. Louise tracks her quarry through the crowded city streets and when she catches her she gives her a tough lesson in public sex and submission, but she is about to learn a lesson of her own because her prey is a hunter too and she knows just how to snare the elusive Louise. Corsetry for Beginners by Medea Mor Lauren runs a
successful corset shop, and one day, she receives a request to close her shop for a private fitting for a celebrity client. The celebrity is be award-winning singer Maisie James, who turns out to be as interested in Lauren as Lauren is in her. Soon, the temperature in the fitting room is rising as Lauren gets to know every curve of Maisie’s famous body. Alison by Shea Lancaster Sarah is a nurse who has had a typically lousy day at work.
Settling down for a nice pint in a pub by the river with a book seems to be the perfect way to relax. When she’s interrupted by a mysterious woman who buys her a drink, however, she throws caution to the wind and accepts. What follows is a surprising, but intensely erotic encounter … Feast by Rachel Charman Tonight will be a very special meal. Dry martinis, slippery oysters, rare roast lamb and a sweet, sticky, icy semifreddo – and the
body of a gorgeous woman to eat this succulent feast from… The Gift by Encarnita Round Rose Marie has no time for anything but her work. So for her birthday, her friends decide the perfect gift would be a little stress relief and, most importantly, a little time for herself. They send her to their local salon for the special stress buster, and although Rose thinks she has other things to do, they do not take no for an answer. Sexy therapist Nina
has a way of turning a relaxing massage into something hot and steamy, and Rose discovers an entirely different interpretation to the notion of stress busting. The New Curiosity Shop by Jean-Philippe Aubourg It was the tiniest detail about the woman in the shop, which had recently opened in Maggie’s high street, which led Maggie to try and seduce her. But the shopkeeper had also noticed Maggie. And so their dance of seduction
began. In Pearls by Giselle Renarde When Davina moves in, Greer expects the delicious diva to help with household chores. No such luck! Davina doesn’t do windows or dishes or anything else. One day Greer’s frustration comes to a head, and she realises the only way Davina will ever contribute is if she gets to put on a show. Greer is more than happy to watch her woman vacuum, as long as it’s in pearls, high heels, and vintage
lingerie! The Wedding Singer by Anna Sansom You’ve been to one wedding; you’ve been to them all. And when you’re a wedding singer these events get pretty boring and forgettable. But then something happened that took her completely by surprise. And, as long as her dress didn’t get crushed and no one came looking for them, their clandestine encounter was going to make this one wedding she would never forget. The Senator’s
Daughter by Valerie Alexander The senator’s daughters are always embarrassing him, vying with each other to see whose behaviour can be the most scandalous. When Summer is hired to paint the library at the senator’s house, she finds herself alone with Mica – the eldest of the daughters and one who knows just what to do to make another woman feel scandalously good… Sealed by Elise Hepner Someone’s been writing naughty love
notes to Marta’s boss, Emily, in the campus mail room. Erotic, steamy notes that have been driving Emily up a wall. Sick of Emily’s complaining and the relentless abuse the staff has had to endure as a result, Marta decides to woman up and take the blame. With one little white lie, their relationship alters for ever. And Marta relives her deepest, darkest fantasies for the first time outside of her own mind. One woman taking on another’s
erotic rage makes for the dirtiest after-hour sex – especially when Emily catches on to Marta’s not so hidden secret. Rehearsing with Katarina by Elizabeth Coldwell Understudying Katarina, the star of Le Salon D’Or’s exotic revue, is a dream come true for Jodie. Only gradually does she realise how much of a perfectionist the gorgeous Russian former ballerina actually is – not just when it comes to dancing…
Best Women's Erotica of the Year, Volume 2 gives us fierce female passion, timeless love, and lustful encounters that are guaranteed to fill you with utter delight. Edited by the award winning Rachel Kramer Bussel, these sexy stories about women on the prowl span the globe, traveling from Peru to the Bahamas and beyond in pursuit of pleasure. Learn why "Teacher Appreciation" is so special, what sex is like "At the End of the World,"
and explore some very explosive "Volcano Nights." These unforgettable erotic tales by the top authors in the genre as well as newcomers will arouse and thrill readers looking for a hot time between the pages.
A collection of five erotic stories with mixed themes including lesbian, menage and sex with strangers. The Librarian by Eva Hore A young woman returns early to her shared apartment, to find her scantily clad room mate preparing for a mysterious night-out. Where does a Librarian go after a day in the stacks? Imagination runs riot as an increasingly lecherous scenario unfolds in the young woman’s mind. Her room mate’s daytime
mousy demeanour, tight bun and glasses are soon discarded, to reveal a wanton dominatrix hell bent on tasting the delights of her desires. Wreck-Her by Lynn Lake A business woman is unexpectedly delayed as her company car breaks-down, deep in the sun-parched Manitoba prairie. With no cell phone signal and the soaring heat of the surroundings rising, desperation rapidly begins to set in. Help soon arrives in the form of a tow truck
that stops to offer assistance. After thoroughly appraising the situation, the truck driver is soon ready to dispense a unique form of roadside assistance that ultimately proves much to the woman’s delight. Mixed Blessings by Phoebe Grafton Two friends are in need of temporary relief from their respective husbands. With one husband too demanding and the other too languid, both wives decide that a weekend exchange is the best tonic. A
plan is hatched, and after a night out together is put into effect, as door keys are exchanged for each others home and husband. The weekend that follows indulges each in the marital secrets of the other and in doing so sheds light over the question: is the grass always greener on the other side? Blindspot by Elspeth Potter Becca is both excited and intrigued when Dante brings a new toy to their swingers’ event. But what fascinates her
more is how he wants to use it. Very soon, she is joined by Marcus who assists both Dante and herself in experiencing a new, exciting and heightened pleasure. As they plunge into their shared lascivious adventure, all inhibitions fall away leading them to a sensory finale of climactic proportions. Maggie by Kay JayBee Curiosity gets the better of Maggie, as she follows John and Peter, two well-to-do gentlemen from the village deep into
the woods. Her world is soon turned upside down when she witnesses both men indulging in a covert act of carnal pleasure, an act which in her world carries a penalty of eternal damnation. When the two well-heeled men discover their concealed spectator, they draw Maggie in as willing participant, to their much larger and debauched plan. These stories have also been published in Ultimate Sins ISBN 9781905170999
If you’re looking for your next sexy read, Best Women’s Erotica of the Year, Volume 6 is sure to heat things up. These twenty adventure-themed stories will take you around the globe as you meet characters eager to indulge their sensual sides. From competing on a reality show and getting “Inked on My Skin” by an extremely sexy tattoo artist to exploring a “Cabinet of Curiosities,” these characters say "yes" to their most daring
desires. Whether a single mom having a hot vacation fling, a vegetarian lusting after a hunky butcher, a couple visiting a kinky escape room, or a divorcee hitting up a motorcycle club and going on an “Easy Ride,” these erotic tales bare all. Women who’ve been told they’re “too much,” by an ex or the world, discover the joy of asking for more and more and more—and getting it. Enjoy women’s sexual fantasies come to life, from
fetishes to kinks to a very arousing way to use an instruction manual. With stories by popular erotic romance authors Shelly Bell, Zoey Castile, Jeanette Grey, Mia Hopkins, Katrina Jackson, Elizabeth SaFleur, Naima Simone, Olivia Waite, and Elia Winters, and newcomers to the genre, the latest volume of pansexual sex tales in this bestselling series will make your heart race with excitement.
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Ahead of the Curve by Charlotte Stein When Judy Myers is offered a relaxing vacation to get away from her latest heartbreak, she can’t say no. A cruise on her brother’s yacht sounds like heaven...until she realises her brother’s best friend has been invited along for the ride. Steven Stark is big, he’s loud, and he’s obviously not interested in the plump, plain little sister he used to tease unmercifully. In fact, he’s still quite happy to tease her –
until she turns the tables on him. Now Steven can’t seem to keep his thoughts, or his hands, to himself. And worse, Judy’s not sure she can resist the attraction she’s kept buried for so many years. Being trapped on a boat isn’t the best place to be, when you’re suddenly thrown a hunky curveball. It Takes a Thief by Maxine Marsh Robin is a feisty retired car thief who now makes a legitimate living recovering stolen luxury vehicles. She’s looking
to impress her newest client, a very wealthy and very powerful Miami executive, until she realises that the man who stole his car is her ex-flame and partner in crime, Jessie. Jessie’s the best in the business, and has been holding a grudge ever since she left him a year ago when he wouldn’t agree to go straight. Even while dealing with unresolved feelings and an attraction that burns hotter than oil, Robin is determined to track down the car that’s
come in between her and her old lover, and to prove once and for all that she’s the better thief. Digging Deep by Kay Jaybee As site supervisor on an archaeological dig, in the grounds of the Ancient Roman city of Lepti Minus in Tunisia, Dr Beth Andrew’s hands are well and truly full. Her first foreign excavation, which she co-runs with the American archaeologist Dr Harrison Harris, gets off to a shaky start due to the jealous interference of
Harris’s ex, and an overzealous student... Love and lust really can cloud even the cleverest person’s judgement!
Best Women's Erotica 2012Cleis Press
Sizzling sexy short stories Sex in the tropical palm house transports her to an erotic paradise ... Their new sex toy lets her dominate her husband in all the best ways ... When the cinema lights go down, that's when the naughty fun begins ... These are just some of the tales of lust and desire from the best names in erotic fiction, including Kay Jaybee, Charlotte Stein, and Sommer Marsden
With her head full of unanswered questions, exhausted from her fairytale experience at the hands of Dr Ewen, Lady Tia, and the staff of the adult entertainment service provided by The Retreat, Jess Sanders is desperate to leave Scotland, and return to her usual submissive position at the exclusive Fables Hotel in Oxford. Having been thwarted in his plans to keep Jess at The Retreat permanently, its owner, David Proctor, isn't willing to let Jess
go back to her dominatrix, Miss Sarah, and her employer, Mrs Peters, without sending her on one final mission. Only if she succeeds in her task will Proctor remove the collar of servitude he has locked around Jess's neck. With a list of five unknown addresses in her hand, Jess Sanders is placed in a car and driven from The Retreat towards England. With no idea what or who awaits her at the first stop, all Jess can hope for is that her journey will
eventually take her back to where she belongs. To the Fables Hotel, where Jess Sanders truly knows her place.
This Irresistible read features stories of couples turning their deepest fantasies into reality for uninhibited and imaginative sex. You’ll delight in discovering all the exciting erotic possibilities, and ways of getting and staying turned on. It all starts with a little sexting in A.M. Hartnet’s sizzling “Safe fro Work” office tryst and Cole Riley’s moving “Same As It Ever Was” shows that makeup sex can be the start of something new and better. Dirty
talk leads to lustful surprises and inspiration for the neighbors in “The Mitzvah” by Tiffany Reisz. Editor Rachel Kramer Bussel notes that the lovers in this daringly romantic anthology are “able to open up in the ways they do is precisely because they have another person to rely on, coax them, challenge them, tease them and seduce them into traveling down a new sexual path. Whether that means outdoor sex, kink, a trip to a strip club or a very
sensual massage, we get to see how the layers of trust that have been built up get used to stoke the fire that burns between them.”
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A contemporary erotic novel with mixed themes including m/f, f/f, BDSM, menage, sex in public and voyeurism. Wealthy businessman and committed voyeur, Mark Parker, has a list of 13 fantasies he is intent on turning into reality. Travelling between his London flat, his plush Oxfordshire mansion, and Discreet, his favourite BDSM club; Mark is helped to realise his
imaginatively dark erotic desires by two loyal members of his staff -his personal assistant, Anya Grant, and his housekeeper, Clara Hooper. Upon the backs of his willing slaves, Mark has written out his fantasy list in thick red pen. Only Fantasy 12 awaits the tick of completion against their flesh before Mark's ultimate fantasy - Fantasy 13 - can take place. But have the
girls performed well enough to succeed in the final challenge? And what hold does Bridge's gentleman's club, Anya's previous employer and a place she was delighted to escape from, have over Mark? In order to find out, the girls are going to have to face some of the fantasies they thought they had left behind them all over again.
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